
Do children acquiring multiple languages show bidirectional cross-language 
activation (CLA) and enhanced executive functions (EF)? (Poarch & Van Hell, 2012a, b)

•  Evidence of CLA during lexical access in adult bilinguals (Costa et al., 2000)

•  Evidence of enhanced EF in conflict resolution tasks (Simon Task, Simon & Rudell, 1967;  Attentional 
Networks Task, Fan et al., 2002) in adult and child bilinguals (Bialystok et al., 2004; Carlson & 
Meltzoff, 2008; Costa 2009;  Yang, Yang, & Lust, 2011)

Rationale: 
•  EF enhancement in bilinguals stems from need to control two languages
•  Bidirectional CLA modulated by L2 language proficiency and use

	  

76 children (age range = 5.9 – 7.9;  ♀37,  ♂39)

Group Monolinguals L2 Learners Bilinguals Trilinguals

N (girls/boys) 20 (9:11) 19 (8:11) 18 (9:9) 19 (11:8)

Mean Age 7.1 (0.5) 7.1 (0.6) 6.8 (0.7) 6.8 (0.9)

Languages L1 German
L1 German
L2 English 

L1 German
L2 English 

L1 German
L2 Language X
L3 English

Length of
L2 immersion*

N/A 1.7 (0.8) 3.7 (1.5) 2.2 (1.0)

Setting Primary school Kindergarten & primary school ‘dual-immersion’

SES M: 3.5 / F: 3.6 M: 3.5 / F: 3.5 M: 3.2 / F: 3.3 M: 3.7 / F: 3.6

TROG-D
German proficiency

114 (14) 111 (12) 107 (16) 104 (19)

TROG-2
English proficiency*

56 (1) 72 (12) 111 (16) 93 (18)

Research questions:
•  Will CLA become evident in dominant and non-dominant languages in child L2 learners, bilinguals, 

and trilinguals enrolled in dual-immersion programs?
•  Will these children who need to regularly resolve competition between multiple languages 

(Green, 1998) outperform the monolingual children in two EF tasks?
•  Will CLA and EF develop in parallel trajectories?
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Simon effect & ANT conflict effect = incongruent RTs - congruent RTs
• Effect magnitude index of conflict resolution (smaller = better)

•  Bidirectional cognate facilitation (CF) in bilinguals and trilinguals
•  Unidirectional CF in L2 learners (L1 influenced L2 only)
•  Slower picture naming in L1 for bilinguals and trilinguals	  

Is there a relationship between cross-language activation (CLA) and executive functions (EF) in these children? What are the main factors of influence?

Regression Models (all 4 groups) Regression Models (3 groups, no monolinguals)

DV Predictor(s) B SE β t R2 F(1,54) p Best Fit 

English RTs English Prof. -6.58 2.02 -0.41 -3.25 .164 10.57 .002 Model 1 

English CFE LoI -54.65 25.70 -0.28 -2.13 .077 4.52 .038 - 

ANT Effect German Prof. 0.65 0.37 0.23 1.75 .054 3.07 .085 - 

!

  English English ANT German English Length of 
  RTs CFE Conflict Proficiency Proficiency Immersion
EN_RTs --  .551***  .093  .144 -.405** -.330*
EN_CFE  -- -.039  .007 -.198 -.278*
ANT_C  --  .232+ -.102 -.012
GE_prof   --  .065  .032
EN_prof  --  .693***
L_o_I --
+p < .09, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .01

  German German Simon German English Length of 
  RTs CFE Effect Proficiency Proficiency Immersion

GE_RTs --  .117 -.118 -.279*  .404***  .385***
GE_CFE -- -.140 -.012  .291*  .262*
Simon_E -- -.076 -.378*** -.262*
GE_prof -- -.057 -.092
EN_prof --  .827***
L_o_I 	  	    --
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .01

Correlation Matrix for Background Measures and ANTCorrelation Matrix for Background Measures and Simon task

DV Predictor(s) B SE β t R2 F(1,74) p Best Fit 

German RTs English Prof. 3.19 0.84 0.40 3.80 .163 14.41 < .001 Model 1 

German CFE English Prof. 1.03 0.40 0.29 2.61 .084 6.82 .011 Model 1 

Simon Effect English Prof. -0.54 0.15 -0.38 -3.52 .143 12.37 < .001 Model 1 

!

•  Faster conflict resolution for trilinguals 
than monolinguals and marginally so 
for bilinguals than monolinguals

•  No global RT difference	  

•  Faster conflict resolution for bilinguals 
and trilinguals than L2 learners

•  No global RT difference	  

Strong correlation between L2 proficiency and length of L2 immersion:
 à both entered as predictors into multiple regression models
Where significant, one of the two alone was a better fit than both jointly.

•  Growing L2 English proficiency linked to faster L2 English picture naming 
and slower L1 German picture naming 
•  Length of L2 immersion attenuates CLA in L2 English
•  English proficiency linked to emergence of CLA in L1 German
•  Negative correlation: English proficiency and Simon effect magnitude
•  Positive correlation (marginal): German proficiency and ANT conflict 

magnitude
•  CLA in either language and EF measures did not correlate

Overall, the results indicate growing English proficiency through prolonged 
L2 immersion and, concurrently, emerging cross-language effects along with 
gradually enhanced executive functions.
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4 groups:
monolinguals
L2 learners
bilinguals
trilinguals

3 groups:
--
L2 learners
bilinguals
trilinguals

•  Bilinguals and trilinguals showed cognate effects in L1 and L2 while L2 
learners did so only in L2.
à L2 learners have not reached proficiency threshold to result in 

bidirectional CLA

•  Bilinguals and trilinguals were slower naming L1 pictures than 
monolinguals and L2 learners
à  increased CLA and the need to control languages incurs naming cost 

even in dominant language

•  Bilinguals and trilinguals showed enhanced conflict resolution over 
monolinguals in the Simon task
•  Bilinguals and trilinguals showed enhanced conflict resolution over L2 

learners in the Attentional Networks Task
à length of immersion (+ quantity of L2 usage in immersion) was 

insufficient to incur significant EF advantage for L2 learners

* denotes measures with significant differences across groups.	  
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Assumptions:
•  CLA and EF develop in parallel along same trajectory and linked 

to relative L2 proficiency and length of L2 immersion

German and English blocks 
with cognate manipulation	  
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Yoshida and Burling Highlighting for word learning

Yoshida and Hanania (2011) presented evidence suggesting
a process similarity between highlighting and adjective learn-
ing, yet this framework depends on the assumption that flexible
attentional shifting underlies the non-linguistic visual task and
that the competition resolution in the word-mapping process is
similar in nature. This leads us to ask if this linkage is really related
to attention. There have been a number of studies suggesting that
one key element of the word learning process is relevant to the
control of attention – flexibly shifting to update with the current
information on relevance – but there has not been any direct evi-
dence supporting the linkage. To address this, we have recently
documented the relation between children’s adjective learning
performances and non-linguistic attention control performances
(Yoshida et al., 2011). This study tested 3-year-old children with
both a novel adjective learning task and a non-linguistic atten-
tional network test (ANT; developed by Rueda et al., 2004) that
measured attention control and analyzed the results for the rela-
tionship. The novel adjective task was very similar to those used in
Mintz and Gleitman (2002), except there was only a single presen-
tation of target property. Thus, it was considered a more difficult
task (see Figure 9).

In the adjective learning task, the children were shown an exem-
plar object that was a member of a known category (e.g., horse)
of a specific color (e.g., green) that also had the to-be-tested unfa-
miliar property (e.g., rough) and was told, “This is a vap horse.”
The children were then shown two new horses. Both horses were a
new color (e.g., both were pink) and one horse matched the target
texture but the other did not. The two choice horses were pointed
to and the children were then asked, “Can you get me the horse
that is vap?” Their proportion of property-matching choices was
analyzed.

The ANT is a visual test (illustrated in Figure 10). In this
study participants were presented with 36 test trials in which they
were asked to feed a hungry fish (circled in red in Figure 10) by
touching its mouth with their index finger as quickly as possi-
ble (the response was collected via a touch screen and analyzed for
accuracy and speed later). A fixation point was presented through-
out the task in the center of the screen. The target (i.e., the hungry
fish) was either a single fish (neutral condition) or the middle fish
in a row of five fish. The row of five fish could face left or right,
and the stimulus could be in a congruent or incongruent direction
(target fish facing the same or opposite direction as the other four
fish, respectively). The results suggest that there were reliable over-
all correlations between performance in the novel adjective task
and performance in the ANT, both in accuracy, r = 0.48, p < 0.05,
and in response time, r = �0.50, p < 0.05. The findings provide
the first direct evidence of a relation between performances in an
artificial word learning task and an attentional control task, fur-
ther supporting highlighting as an attentional phenomenon and
its relevance to word learning.

BUILDING THE POWER OF LANGUAGE FROM
DOMAIN-GENERAL MECHANISMS
Highlighting is a domain-general phenomenon, one that might
emerge out of the competition between new associations that
involve components of older, already learned associations. Despite
being domain-general, it may build highly specific attention

FIGURE 9 |The novel adjective learning task used in the study by
Yoshida et al. (2011).

FIGURE 10 |The attentional network test (ANT) presentation inYoshida
et al. (2011). The target “hungry” fish are circled in red.

mechanisms that work in domain-specific ways. For example, a
baby is first exposed to many unstructured individual associa-
tions (e.g., the word “dog” co-occurs with a particular kind of dog;
the word “cat” co-occurs with a particular kind of cat in a pic-
ture book, and “chair” may co-occur with a specific toy chair with
which the baby often plays). As the baby gathers many of these
associations and repetitions, a few of the associations will emerge
as being stronger – the words that refer to multiple but similar
instances, for example. In addition, some level of activation among
them may be generated (e.g., the word dog may activate com-
monalities among all other previous instances). These activations
become organized over time to generate more targeted, system-
atic competition (e.g., given a word “dog,” different dog shapes
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